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HANDSWORTH MEDICAL 
PRACTICE Minutes of Meeting

Ref No: Minutes Taken By: N Harrison

Date & Time: 30.04.2014 Venue: Handsworth Medical Practice

Purpose of Meeting: Patient Participation Group

Attendees: NKH,MH,JA,DW,CS,NB,DC,RB Apologies For:

Item Note Action Deadline
1 NH introduced 2 new members to our group and thanked 

everyone for coming.
2 NH went through Outcomes from the last Action Plan
3 NH informed the group that the surgery had fitted a disabled 

ramp up at Fitzalan road and had found it very useful, NH also 
thanked JA for bringing this problem to our attention.This 
discussion brought up that we also have a problem with the 
entrance at Handsworth  as there is a small lip which stops 
wheelchaire accessing the building without difficulty. NH will 
look into this .

NH 06.06.2014

4 NH explained that the Practice is advertising for a new Doctor 
to hopefully start at the practice sometime in June for 6 
sessions.

5 NH informed the group that she had registered the Practice to 
be involved in another Mcmillan coffee morning on the 26th

September to raise money for the Cancer Fund. Any help 
would be greatly appreciated.

6 The group discussed in great detail the problem of the DNA 
(Did not attend) patients. The group thought that each patient 
should be sent a letter if they did not attend with information 
on how to cancel their appointment in the future. The Practice 
will also look into sending email/text reminders a day before 
their appointments we will review these figures in 3 months 
time.

NH,CM,CH 09.05.2014

7 NH asked for thoughts on starting a Healthy eating group, to 
advertise in reception  and on the website to see if any patients 
would find it useful to attend the surgery once a month and 
receive support and advice on healthy eating. The patients can 
be weighed on a weekly basis if they wish and also during the 
monthly meeting.We could also take blood pressure readings 
at the same time, discuss recipe ideas etc. The group thought 
that this was a great idea and think that it would be well 
attended.

NH 30.05.2014

8 DW agreed to provide the Practice with a QR code this will 
provide all patients who have a smart phone to access our 
Practice information quickly and easy. 

9 NH by JA if she could email over any new news that would 
help in the next newsletter 

CH 09.05.2014

10 Part of the group would like to see more of a change around in 
reception staff especially up at Fitzalan Road. NH said that she 

NH 13.06.2014
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would look into this.
11 CS brought to the group that she thought that the display that 

we had in reception regarding the explanation of each 
appointment and how they should be used was great. She 
asked if this could be put into a small leaflet that patients could 
take home and study. NH to look into this

NH 06.06.2014


